
Sepher Yetsiat Metsryim (Ex) 6

PROGRESSIONS THROUGH MITSRYIM

The Origin of Pessech/Passover is from the Twilight of Creation when the Shayh is slain
and the first born of HhaSham dies—becomes extended. With the offering of the Shayh, which
is the opening and the utterances of the Unified Seed of HhaALhhim, the foundations of the
worlds are laid. The sacrificial Lamb holds all concepts of Light that Wisdom speaks and releas-
es through its life giving blood, whereby the blood is of ALhhim [SMS/Acts 20:28].  When we par-
take of the Shayh sacrifice, we eat to consume/ingest the foundational inner harmony of the
Body of Consciousness through which all things are formulated; for the Shayh is the symbol of
the Bayit/b—the House of the worlds. 

The ALhhim eat matzut for seven days. Via the Words of Unleavened Bread the Unified
create the worlds, though the world became leavened by exalting itself above the Principles
through which it is made. How do we reconcile this message? The Seed of the Word is incor-
ruptible; however the fruit, or the branches of the seed may become corruptible as they give
themselves after the satisfaction of the World. Such fruit perishes and is subject to being con-
sumed. Being corruptible it will break down and assimilated, yet it purpose always remains to be
a joyous expression of the Seed from which it has its construct. The fruit that is born of the
nature of the Seed of HhaALhhim as no corruption within it. As the Fire creates its own
lamp/menurahh and supplies its own oil, so does the The Otz Chayim/Tree of Life which is the
House of the Word. The fruit is the glory expressing the Word whereby we know the flavor of
the Word and whereby we partake of the attributes of the Word unfolded. What is the value of
creating fruit that remains forever? The fruit is a confirmation, a product of the labors of a sea-
son/moon; according to the WordSeed from which it is made. As the Word base is eternal,
unleavened, so is the fruit; as the word base is carnal, then likewise is the fruit. We journey in
pathways to know the invisible through the visible, either for expansion or correction. We par-
take of the fruit to know and thereby enter into the very Minds of Nine according to which every
fruit is formulated.

YæHúwaH declares ALmaShayh--the opening of the Seed of the Unified Ring of
HhaALhhim. The shayh is the servant of Wisdom. All that YæHúwaH says concerning the
shayh is inscribed in the Unified Seed of HhaALhhim. This record is called the commonly called
the Law of Moses. These are the Words that HhaALhhim speak in creating the worlds—the
Words of the Unified of ALhhim articulate for seven days/acts. What the Unified of ALhhim
speak is for the complete acts of light to be revealed. There words are heard again and again for
they reverberate within us as we come into the frequencies of Their Rings. We hear the Words as
we are at the appropriate space, vibration, and level of development. By hearing the Words with
comprehension, the creation process is completed within us. 

The process begins by going into Midin/Midian where the Words of Fire are heard. The
process culminates by bringing up all aspects of Name to the mountain to hear the Words of
Fire.
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In each major transition, as from Mitsryim, or from beMidbar, we go through
Midin/Midian, and then into the next territory. Literally, miDin is the from the House of Dan, the
judgemnet seat/nydm. Hence, via deduction, we understand that the Collective of ALhhim
dwells in Midin prior to the creation of the world. Midin, has been called the subconscious; how-
ever, the term, subconscious, is not inclusive of all that Midin holds. What is called the subcon-
scious is the Unified Rings from which our Names are born and to which they belong. It is the
center of the priesthood: ie. the seat of Jethro/Yetrúw. In Midin the priests come together for
meetings: ie. Aharúwan meeting maShayh in the Illumination of Midin.  Hence, we may call it
the Center of Origin from which all spins forth. There is a centrifugal force within Midin that
distinguishes what is present and spins off an expression of what is being formed in its midst.
The expression contains the force of being propelled forth. As the Mind develops a plan within
the Center of Origin, the force to accomplish/fulfill the plan is within the plan. We are confident
in the Mind of YæHúwaH that all initiations are being fulfilled according to our Names and their
assignments. 

Chapter 6

T hçmla hwhy rmayw 1
T hart ht[ 

T h[rpl hç[a rça 

T hqzj dyb yk 

T µjlçy 

T hqzj dybw 

T :wxram µçrgy 

And the Ones of ALhhim declare ALmaShayh hçmla µyhla rbdyw 2
coupled with a saying/consideration of the strength of the deeds of unity: wyla rmayw 

Anni YæHúwaH :hwhy yna 

The collective Names of ALhhim speak as one Voice and declare the Strength/la of
revealing/m their Inner Harmony/hc. With all within the Inner Harmony of Rings, they consider
the Strength/la of their unified hands/wy. In the Voice of their Collectivity, they speak: Anni
YæHúwaH to reveal all that is within their midst. In declaring maShayh, the ALhhim are with-
drawing from their Unity of Rings and speaking of that which is within the Great Congregation
of ALhhim; for all that we say comes from within our midst. 

T araw 3
T µhrba-la 

T qjxy-la 

T bq[y-law 

T ydç lab 

T hwhy ymçw 

T :µhl yt[dwn al  
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T ytmqh µgw 4
T µta ytyrb-ta 

T µhl ttl 

T ˆ[nk ≈ra-ta 

T µhyrgm ≈ra ta 

T :hb wrg-rça 

T yt[mç yna µgw 5
T tqan-ta 

T larçy ynb 

T µyrxm rça 

T µta µydb[m 

T :ytyrb-ta rkzaw 

For affirmation/assurance, verily, with verifications you are ˆkl 6
to say to the Offspring of YishARAL: larçy ynbl rma 

Anni YæHúwaH, my supplications  hwhy yna 
extend Aharúwan’s sighs of YæHúwaH.

And my hand brings you forth—the sum of your branches (as a tree sprouts) µkta ytaxwhw 

from beneath the common meal/bread, tolerance of Metsryim, µyrxm tlbs tjtm 

and my hand will snatch from the shadows the sum of your branches µkta ytl xhw 

from their labours/servitude, µtdb[m 

and my hand will redeem the sum of your branches µkta ytlagw 

with a strong sowing spread out, an arm outstretched, hywfn [wrzb 

with nurturing judgments/determinations :µyldg µyfpçbw 

And I will acquire the sum of your branches of Laúwi—for my hand yl µkta ytjqlw 7
for a people—state of consciousness abiding in waters,  µ[l 

and my hand/deed becomes for your branches to be ALhhim µyhlal µkl ytyyhw 

and the sum of you will know for certain, to acknowledge µt[dyw 

the verifications of my supplications of YæHúwaH of your ALhhim µkyhla hwhy yna yk 

through illuminations to bring you out, the sum of your branches µkta ay xwmh 

from under the shadows, commonalities gathered in Metsryim. :µyrxm twlbs tjtm 

And the summation of my works cause to appear your collectiveness µkta ytabhw 8
to be AL-HhaAurets, Masters of Illuminated States  ≈rahla 

to verify that the summation of my works are raised/lifted-up ytaçn rça 

the totality of my giving hand ydy ta

to appoint the summations of Light hta ttl 

for Avrehhem, for Yetschaq, and for Yaoquv bq[ylw qjxyl µhrbal  

coupled with the summation of my work to appoint the summations of Light hta yttnw 

for your totality/collectivity  µkl

from a distribution of unified dwellings, hçrwm 

Anni/my supplications are of YæHúwaH. :hwhy yna 
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The elevation by the Hand of YæHúwaH appoints your Name to States of the
Aúvim/Fathers. These are schools according to Nine chambers of the Heads of the States—those
of Aurrat. The three Aúvim/Fathers are the root values of all states in Nine/nn. 

Mashayh speaks to break open an awareness to what is contained within  ˆk hçm rbdyw 9
ALbeni/generation of YishARAL.  larçy ynbla 

However, they are not able to comprehend/hear w[mç alw 

the humbleness of maShayh hçm la 

due to their shortness—desiring a quick solution of spirit  jwr rxqm 

while being engaged in difficult, heavy, addictive labour/enslavement.  :hçq hdb[mw  

The Voice of your humility/maShayh/Moses is not heard amidst the ambitions and arro-
gance of the physical man seeking to aspire or caught in the world that enslaves. Often the con-
flicts of the world deafen the Voice rising from your inner chamber. 

And YæHúwaH declares/gives insights of drawn out of  hwhy rbdyw 10
ALmaShayh/to reveal the Wisdom of the abiding Inner Harmony hcmla

for a consideration/a saying/meditation: rmal 

YæHúwaH declares ALmaShayh—the Strength of Their Unified Rings. In that your
twelve members are not attune to your Voice, you address what is ailing the soul—the karmic
ruler. Via ALmaShayh—the strength and integrity of your humility—speaking to Pharaoh, you
confront the karmic mind of your dispositions that determines your residence—in your
body/manifestation. You speak to what is mastering you according to your awakened conscious-
ness of strength within your unified Name. With your humility of ALmaShayh, you speak
according to the Faces of YæHúwaH. YæHúwaH speaks from within you Inner Harmony that is
coupled with the  Voice of Aharúwan/Aaron/ Enlightenment to bring you through the boundaries
of Metsryim/Egypt.

Via internalizing the ideas/appearing, speak/approach the House of the Mind rbd ab 11
AL-Pharaoh/the karmic/determining mind h[rp la

the King of Egypt/Metsryim myrxm klm 

and the unified will send forth/release jlcyw

the totality of the offspring of YishARAL larcy ynb ta

from Metsryim. wxram

As you hear the Words in the ears chambers you transfer the messages unto the next in
command. You hear concerning maShayh—the Voice of the Lamb/shayh, all that Wisdom
emanates, whereby you transfer the messages unto the Guardian of the Energies—Pharaoh. By
Pharaoh you are given land—a body, a space of definition, whereby concepts are revealed
through creation/formulations of thought. Egypt is a state of containing all that opens from the
Seed of the Aúvim/Fathers, which is at work within the waters/myrxm. In the day of your con-
frontations with Pharaoh, you demonstrate the emergence of your Seed Names and the works to
which you are called. You behold yourself in the State in which you are dwelling according to
the Voice of YæHúwaH. You must work through Pharaoh, the King of Consequences/State
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Determinations. Your communications appear in your States of occupation. If you violate a law,
you may find that your occupation state is a jail or imprisonment. If you walk orderly according
to the Teúwrah—Torah Teachings of Light, you find yourselves in a land of Liberty. You under-
stand that your abiding states of mind are associations and consequences of your deeds. Hence,
Pharaoh, is the principle of Mind—part of your destiny, appointed to determine your residency.
Though one may not be imprisoned by society, when you violate the Teúwrah, you are held in
check and unable to proceed until there is a transfer of the Aharúwnic Mind into your minds or
house(s) of energies. 

You must appear or come to Pharaoh with a statement conveying that you have under-
stood the Voice of YæHúwaH. Without the statement rising in your Spirit, you cannot proceed.
However; upon your presentation and approachment, the King of Egypt will release you from
bondage to your forms. The King is not greater than the Word that established the office, but
subject to the Word. Your Words determine the ability to move forward. Throughout the wilder-
ness period, which are States of Developing the Vocabulary of YæHúwaH—beMidbar/rbdmb,
you go from one state unto another as you develop in Words of Aharúwan/Aaron. 

As you speak the Word of YæHúwaH, the Word of Perfect Unity, your energies are
released. Should you speak words of division, than your entire house is restricted. Upon speak-
ing Words of Perfect Unity, your entire house moves forward arising out of the defined forms—
Metsryim. As the Otz Chayim/Tree of Lives, you did not come to reside within boundaries in
which you enter to see yourself, but to arise through them. The night of Pessech/Passover is the
release from your state of captivity, whatever level you are yet defined. Baruch HhaSham. 

In unity/coupled with, maShayh speaks/gives access to the Mind of Revelation hcm rbdyw12
for the Faces of/before YæHúwaH hwhy ynpl 

for meditation/a saying. rmal 

Of certain/They, the offspring of YishARAL larcy ynb nh

they are not listening unto me. yla w[mc al

And how then shall Pharaoh hear me? h[rp yn[mcy kyaw 

Coupled with, I am one of veiled/speech/lips. mytpc lr[ ynaw

Whenever your humble spirit speaks, you open up your Mind to Revelations/rbdy.
Though veiled within your body, the Voice of your gentleness is interpreted through visions and
parables of layered meanings. In speaking with the Voice of YæHúwaH—the composite Unity
within you, you create an opening/gate into the Faces/United Expressions of YæHúwaH. Your
messages set your House of YishARAL—your 12 members in progression.    

And YæHúwaH speaks/giving access to the House of Knowing hwhy rbdyw 13
unto maShayh and unto Aharúwan/Aaron nrha law hcm la 

and one orders them mwxyw 

pertaining to the offspring of YishARAL larcy ynb la 

coupled with Pharaoh h[rp law

Malek/King of Egypt myrxm klm 

to cause to rise/emerge ay xwhl
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the total/sum of the offspring of YishARAL larcy ynb ta

from the State of Definitions/Metsryim. myrxm xram

The awareness and question of maShayh leads to entering into the chambers of the
Master Mind of your Prophet sent to you. Subsequent Words issue pertain to the nature of
Wisdom and unto the enlightenment of Mind—Aharúwan/Aaron. The messages of HhaSham
order/arrange your offspring of YishARAL in the midst of their habitations of Pharaoh. In order-
ing your twelve you are initiated into how to communicate both with your spiritual energies of
YishARAL and also the energies governing your physical manifestation. Note, the ordering
process affects both dynamics that bring about an exodus/the going forth/emergence of your
twelve children of YishARAL from the lands through which they are defined. 

Aharúwan/Aaron, The Name of Taúwah completions/t, appears in sequence on the 22nd
day of a moon cycle as the Master of Fulfillments. Aharúwan brings you out to engage your
members in the Works of Light from their impartations/codes in ALphah—the Sayings/Faces of
.5+.5 and their Teachings that reveal all Words to their servants—ALphahLammedPaúwah/pla.
According to Aharúwan, the 24 Courses of the Priests are set to serve you as the Taúwah/t of
the 21 ALhhim of the Letters to bear the radiances from the 15 Faces of YæHH. 

These are the Heads ycar hla 14
of their father’s houses nta tyb

the offspring of RAúwaben/Reuben (to see the offspring) nbwar ynb 

b’chor YishARAL/the ripening of enlightenment/firstborn   larcy rkb

Chanuk and Paluwa   awlpw kwnj

Chetsran and Karmi  ymrkw nrxj

Coupled with the offspring of Shamounn/Shimeon (to hear/comprehend) nw[mc ynbw 15
YemuAL coupled with Yamin coupled with Ohad dhaw nymyw lawmy

coupled with Yakin and Ts’chur rjxw nykyw

coupled with Shaul, a formulation the Kenoni/Canaani rtyn[nkh nb lwacw

These are the families—ascending Faces of Shamounn. nw[mc tjpcm hla

who join with the Names of the offspring of Laúwi/Levi :ywl ynb twmc hlaw 16

Through the first four functions of Sight—the Eyes of RAúwaben, and the capacity of Hearing
through the ears being opened, you are joined to the works of Laúwi to make your progressions. 
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